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site Dance #1 site dance-

The College van stopped at ou:r house at 5:15 a.m. The moon was just past 

the full; it was a. clear cold morning , Nobody talked til we picked up Sue and 

Rick and Sue's mother in Rutland . We began to wake up and by the time Agi and 

a young couple joined us at Bill's Country Sto:r.e in Killington several conversa

tions were going at the same time. Darkness was lifting, we could see the 

shine of the river on the other side of the mountain. The van left the black

top and bumped along a dirt road into the woods. Barbara said, "Now we enter 

the twilight zone". We climbed out of the van and walked through drifts of 

leaves to the site. The hollow in the woods was··A!4:""golli in the early light: 

soft pale gold in the trees and on the ground. it's an enchanted place whether

or not it's an authentic ancient site

' 
~ had-·not visited-the -site ,beiere . : On one side of the hollow there is a stone 

shelter dug into an earth mound, high and wide enough to wallc around in. 

_,..,,Great ·trees·,grow -o-n,,the··mou.nd· so from· the -other sicle1 outside the· hollov1 ·-±t-
' k-

,1ooks-- like.,a .,,•little, .. hill : /: The opening faces East and here the drummer sat 

and began to beat softly on his tom-tom,·-~~..::.~-he:,...ha.d -made~-,tea.k

w,eod'""and· mahoga~~, The four dancers wallced out of the mound and stood quiet:cy. 

They turned their heads to the place where the sun would rise, and each lifted 

one arm in salute. Ghe moon was behind them and the dawn light was spreading .. 

They were wearing sweat shirts and long-johns in subtle shades of green, soft 

red and brown, They were bare-foot, and most of the time bare-waisted as their 

anns and bodies swung to the beat of the tom-tom, The drumming and the crackling 



and shuffling of dry leaves were the only sound. The rhythm quickened and the 

dancers leapt and whirled, their flung-out bodies and swirling hair made 

wonderful moving patterns . It ·was a dance of joy and thanks for the returning 

sun. 

How did they dance bare-foot on the stony ground? Their steps were so light 

and sure I wasn't aware of the difficulty til I saw them pick their way over 

sharp ridges hidden under the leaves to the :next site, a wide shallow pit. 
'· l.J./i,L_._ ,,J,.l,'-'?1,,l,l.r•-,_,,_; 
' The dance in the11pit seemed to call forth the spirits of an:i:ma.ls: birds, 

little 1•:roods • creatures, horned creatures and beasts of prey, claws raised and 
,,:J 7. JA,,,1~ 

teeth bare':j All four/4 joined together and became one ~gpea~ antlered anirna~ 

Then three of the dancers carried the fourth to a great fallen tree-trunk in the 

middle of the pit where they stretched her out for sacrifice. One by one they 

raised their arms and stabbed the victim, then slowly and quietly arranged 

themselves around her body7one strold.ng a hand, another a foot and another her 

long flowing hair. 

~ G,e waJJced out of the hollow to the top of the ridge where a great stone is 

set in the earth in such a way that it defines the changing of the seaso~ ~~? 
·mie sun was sh~ on the tops of the trees and the dancers faced West, silent, 

sitting back on their heels, hands resting on knees. One by one each performed 

her own dance: the first seemed to be imroking a powerful spil:-it, the second was 

under the spell, giving way to the enchantment, the third reacted with fear, and 

the fourth seemed to rebel and pay homage to the stone. ~en they stood facing 

each other, pledged with right hands joiningJ and returned to the ridge-stone 

where they 1melt, each one becoming a silent i.?lla.ge. Now the sun was high enough 



to touch them and a bird called. / 
/ ~ 
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We all filed quiet],y back to the van, No one spoke for a while and 

the drummer fell asleep. Bob Gershon d:rove both ·ways and also video-taped 

the performance. Pretty soon we:.were back in this world, on the black-top, 

talking al:>out the ~Xperience we'd just had and wanting good hot coffee. 

Emily Jennison 
October 9, 1981 
















